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1. Introduction 
The analysis of speech acts, also in a classical language, means, undoubtedly, the necessity to 
consider the various codes involved in that acts, the cognitive models of the speaker and of the 
addressee, the setting[1]. My analysis is supported by the belief, shared generally by scholars, that 
Greek and Latin languages are very appropriate to absorb linguistic structures and to use parallels. 
Antoine Meillet, for example, in Aperçu d'une histoire de la langue grecque[2], notes that literary 
languages have the "benefit to present fixed forms [...]: in the linguist knowledge [...] the object is 
exactly definite [...] and [there are] conscious rules voluntarily respected"[3]. The affirmation of 
"voluntary" is, in my opinion, essential, in order to consider a new method of teaching for the classical 
languages. Meillet recalls the "rigid structures" of the grammar, thanks to which "the grammarian can 
observe the complete application of the rules"[4]. Classical literary languages, like other modern 
literary languages, combine the possibilities to create a new semantics thanks to the rigidity of syntax 
and grammar[5]. Meillet allowed a “picture” of the classical literary languages that starts, in my 
opinion, a different approach to teaching them. 
 
2. The dependence's grammar in my thesis 
At the beginning of the twentieth century some scholars argued that the center of the Indo-European 
languages was the verb[6]. Among them, Lucien Tesnière, a French linguist, theorized a very 
innovative method of linguistic analysis of the structures. This method is based on the concept of 
“dependency” between the various elements of the phrase and on the connection between them. He 
divided the linguistic expressions into “subordonnées” and “régissantes”. His book, Eléments de 
syntaxe structurale, was the beginning of the "dependence's grammar". It was initially used only in the 
teaching of modern languages, but recently was re-evaluated in order to the analysis of the classical 
languages thanks to the methodological studies of Germano Proverbio and Francesco Sabatini[7]. 
The proof of the validity of this theory and of a new metodology of teaching is also in my PhD thesis[8], 
in which I analyzed the announcements of entrance in  Euripides' tragedies. The findings of my 
research lead us to consider that the structure of a classical language is strictly dependent by the 
situation of the performance. This conclusion links the structure of the greek language to the 
relationship between the individual and reality[9], because the reality “gives” a structure to the 
language and “viceversa”. In a recent book Nevia Dolcini[10] has highlighted the "indicality of the 
language": the ability to concentrate attention to some aspects of reality in contact with the senses of 
the speaker. Otherwise a theatrical stage and the real life would be a chaotic jumble of “stimuli”, 
without criteria, but the cognitive linguistical strategies examine also a selective attention in the verbal 
choises[11]. It is interesting to note that even Tesnière imagine the words as "a little drama that 
involves actors, circumstances and a process"[12], starting from the relationship between language 
and reality[13]. 
 
3. The neural basis of the languages and the studie s of Classics 
Therefore it is more easy for students understand classical languages through pre-existing cognitive 
structures. The mastery in the first language may increase the cognitive ability in the second 
language[14]. The simple retention in memory of linguistic rules does not facilitate the knowledge of 
the classical languages, because inverts the cognitive process of learning, that begins from the 
structures already present in the mind. "The learning of language structures starts from two-three 
years of the life and continues until sexual maturity, but vocabulary learning occupies the total life of a 
person[15]. So the correct learning of linguistic structures in the adolescence is very crucial for the 
development of higher cognitive networks, related with the language: in this period of the life students 
can "remold more easily" their neuronal networks through a kind of assimilation and adaptation 



 

(Piaget) of the neuronal networks used to the language production [16]. In fact Chomsky, for example, 
said that "the biological structure of our brain is constructed to produce the language[17] and the 
language that “works for” deeper logical levels is considered an achievement of evolutive 
development"[18]. 
 
4. The Tesniére's method 
According to the dependence's grammar each linguistic expression can be analyzed through a 
“stemmatical” logic[19]. This is important in order to create a hierarchical structure, based on linguistic 
hierarchies that start from a sintagmatic lines: the graph becomes the representation, drawn following 
the cognitive connections. When the graph is more complex, the linguistic structures and the ability to 
perceive the reality are deeper. In the method of Tesnière "the subordinate position of a word is the 
key in order to mean the upper word [...]" and to complete it, understanding his meaning[20]. Within 
this structure we can identify the connections, the so-called "knots" by Tésniere, but their identification 
is insufficient without the concept of "nucleus". The “nucleus” is constituted by a “focus”, a kind of knot, 
that has some functions: this “knot” is comparable to a point and the nucleus is the set of various 
points[21]: the structure of a sentence is determinated by the different functions of the segments 
inside: "the structural syntax becames functional syntax"[22]. Each linguistic expression, therefore, 
may be unstructured in “knots” that can be verbal, when they have in the center a verb, nominal, when 
they have in the center a noun, adjectival, if they have in the center an adjective or adverbial, if they 
have in the center an adverb. The verb may express an action or a “status”[23]. These observations 
are related to the concept of “valence”, from chemistry, "because every word is like an atom, equipped 
with hooks: the number of hooks of the verb is called valence"[24]. The nucleus can be expanded by 
“actants” and “circostants”. The “actants” are always nouns or equivalent words and the “circostants” 
indicate the circumstances[25]: they may express time, place, manner and other functions in addition 
to the primary “focuses”. Both are subordinate words, if compared to the verb. Each nucleus is 
intelligible through some “nuclear questions” [26]: specific questions that help the search of meaning 
and the function of each nucleus. This hierarchical structure of the classical language is particularly 
useful to cognitive exercises: latin and greek languages are important “medium” of learning the mother 
tongue's structures and restructure the brain networks in order to increase the correct development of 
the language's areas[27]. 
 
5. Conclusions 
The study of a classic language actives neurons in the left brain hemisphere, but the semantic choices 
bring into action the right hemisphere[28]. So a regular activity of translation from the classical 
languages, if it is structured in conformity with the Tésniere's method, simultaneously activates both 
neuronal areas of brain[29]. The reading, aloud or mentally, is neurologically comparable to listening a 
language, nullifying the artificial distinction between “dead” languages and “alive” languages[30]. The 
acquisition of phonological contrasts in a second language activates the same brain areas of the 
mother tongue. Naturally the approach to Latin language and its structures is easier than greek 
language, but this kind of activity is lower and more simple in the modern languages, because they 
have as main purpose the linguistic production, the communication, and the structures are more easy 
than classic languages. So in addition to historical, philosophical, theological, scientific, legal and 
cultural contents, Classics can perform many neuronal levels of the linguistic areas of the brain, if they 
are not used through a mechanical learning of rules and structures, but through logical execises and 
linguistic reflection. Their function of reinforcement of cognitive skills is important for the new 
generations and increases the capacity of concentration, of self-confidence, through an analysis of the 
error's process and a reflection about problem-solving, that continually urges to seek alternative 
solutions. The understanding of Classics, their linguistic analysis, is also an important act of spiritual 
freedom[31]. In fact it hasn't a pragmatical aim (learning a language in order to get something), typical 
of modern languages, but it's a learning's process without any interest: a pure act of culture. 
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